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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have
led to state-of-the-art performance on various graph-related tasks.
However, most existing GCN models do not explicitly identify
whether all the aggregated neighbors are valuable to the learning
tasks, which may harm the learning performance. In this paper, we
consider the problem of node classification and propose the Label-
Aware Graph Convolutional Network (LAGCN) framework which
can directly identify valuable neighbors to enhance the perfor-
mance of existing GCNmodels. Our contribution is three-fold. First,
we propose a label-aware edge classifier that can filter distracting
neighbors and add valuable neighbors for each node to refine the
original graph into a label-aware (LA) graph. Existing GCN models
can directly learn from the LA graph to improve the performance
without changing their model architectures. Second, we introduce
the concept of positive ratio to evaluate the density of valuable
neighbors in the LA graph. Theoretical analysis reveals that using
the edge classifier to increase the positive ratio can improve the
learning performance of existing GCN models. Third, we conduct
extensive node classification experiments on benchmark datasets.
The results verify that LAGCN can improve the performance of
existing GCN models considerably, in terms of node classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Node classification, which aims at classifying nodes in a graph,
is one of the most common applications in graph-related litera-
tures [1, 3, 8, 11], e.g., classifying the documents in a citation net-
work. Recently, the Graph Convolutional networks (GCNs) which
extend the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to the non-
Euclidean graph domain are gaining increasing research interests.
They have been successfully applied to node classification and
achieved the state-of-the-art performances [2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14].
These successes also encourage the burst of many variants, in-
cluding GraphSAGE [4], simplified GCN (SGC) [12], ASGCN [5],
FastGCN [2], and GAT [10], etc.
Generally, in most GCN models, the state of each node is iter-
atively updated by its own state and the states aggregated from
its neighbors [7, 12]. The final output (e.g., the predicted label of
the node class) is produced based on the aggregated node states.
As such, the performance of GCN models is largely effected by the
quality of the aggregated neighbors. However, existing GCNmodels
do not explicitly identify whether the aggregated neighbors are
valuable to the node classification or investigate how to enhance
the accuracy of GCN models by refining the graph structure. In
this case, the classification result may be misled by the information
aggregated from distracting neighbors.
A number of recent works generalize the graph convolution with
the attention mechanism [10, 14]. For example, GAT [10] dynam-
ically assigns an aggregation weight to each neighbor, which, to
some extent, can control the aggregation from distracting neigh-
bors. However, the attention layers are not trained with an explicit
criterion to identify whether one neighbor is informative or dis-
tracting; besides, the attention layers cannot help one node to gain
information from other non-connected but valuable nodes. Con-
sequently, the attention mechanism may have little effect when
the target node has very few informative neighbors. In addition, it
is also hard for other GCN models with different architectures to
reuse the trained attention weights directly.
In this paper, we propose the Label-Aware GCN (LAGCN) frame-
work which can refine the graph structure before the training of
GCN, such that existing GCN models can directly benefit from
LAGCN without changing their model architectures. The main
contribution is three-fold.
• We point out and verify that in node classification tasks, the
same-label neighbors are valuable (positive) neighbors while the
different-label neighbors are distracting (negative) neighbors.
Then we propose an edge classifier to refine the original graph
structure into a label-aware (LA) graph structure by 1) filtering
the negative neighbors and 2) adding more non-connected but
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positive nodes as new neighbors. Existing GCN models can be
trained directly over the LA graph to improve their performance,
without changing their model architectures.
• We introduce the concept of positive ratio to evaluate the density
of valuable neighbors in the LA graph and prove that the perfor-
mance of GCN is positively correlated to the positive ratio from
a theoretical standpoint. On this basis, we give the minimum
requirements of building an effective edge classifier and reveal
how the edge classifier influences the classification performance.
• We conduct extensive experiments on benchmark datasets and
verify that the LAGCN can improve the node classification per-
formances of existing GCN models (including GAT) considerably,
especially when the underlying graph has a low positive ratio.
2 PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we consider the node classification problem on a
directed graph G = (V,E) with N nodes and E edges. The edge
between node u,v ∈ V is denoted as (u,v) ∈ E. The binary ad-
jacency matrix with self-loop edges is denoted as A ∈ RN×N .
Let X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN } denote the feature of the nodes and
Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,yN } denote the labels of all the nodes. Let C
denotes the total class number, Nv denotes the set of all 1-hop
neighbors of node v and nv = |Nv | denotes the number of 1-hop
neighbors of node v . The hidden embedding of node v on the k-th
GCN layer is denoted as h(k )v . The initial node embedding at the
first layer is generated with the raw feature X.
Generally, most existing GCNs are constructed by stacking multi-
ple first-order graph convolution layers. Specifically, the embedding
of node v at the (l + 1)-th layer of an GCN can be computed as
h(l+1)v = σ
(
FCθ(l )
(∑
u ∈Nv w
(l )
u,vh
(l )
u
) )
, (1)
where FCθ(l ) refers to a fully-connect layer with the parameter
θ(l );w
(l )
v,u denotes the aggregation weight of the neighboring nodes
u ∈ Nv ; σ denotes the non-linear activation function. In GAT [10],
the aggregation weights (i.e., attention weights) are determined
based on a multi-head attention mechanism. While in sampling-
based GCNs [2, 4, 5], the central node v samples a subset of the
neighbors N ′v for aggregation based on certain pooling methods,
e.g., mean pooling.
Noticeably, the recently proposed Simplified Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (SGC) [12] reveals that the nonlinearity between
consecutive convoulutional layers can be unnecessary. Hence, SGC
removes the non-linear activation functions such that the node
embedding at the (l + 1)-th layer of SGC can be simplified as
h(l+1)v =
1
nv
∑
u ∈Nv h
(l )
u . (2)
After computing the hidden embedding of K-th layer, SGC pre-
dicts the labels of nodes with a single linear layer and achieves
comparable performance as GCN.
3 LABLE-AWARE GCN FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the concept of positive ratio, discuss
how to build an effective edge classifier, and analyze the correlation
between the positive ratio and classification performance from a
theoretical standpoint. Given a target node, its neighbors can be
(a) Original 1-hop Structure (b) Filter Negative 1-hop Neighbors
(c) Add Positive 2-hop Neighbors (d) Label-Aware 1-hop Structure
Root Node
Filter Edge
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Figure 1: Illustration of the graph refinement process.
classified into two types, i.e., the positive ones and the negative
ones.
Definition 3.1. Given a target node v , its positive (or negative)
neighbor set N+v (or N−v ) is the set of neighbors whose labels yu
are the same as (or different from) yv .
As such, the update function of node v in (1) can be rewritten as
h(l+1)v = σ
(
FCθ(l ) (
∑
u ∈N+v w
(l )
v,uh
(l )
u +
∑
u ∈N−v w
(l )
v,uh
(l )
u )
)
. (3)
According to SGC [12], the nonlinearity between GCN layers can
be unnecessary since the main benefits come from the local averag-
ing. Therefore, we here develop our theoretical analysis without
considering the nonlinear functions (including the fully-connected
layer and the activation function) in GCNs for analytical purposes.
In this case, the update function of node v can be written as
h(l )v =
1
nv
(
∑
u ∈N+v h
(l−1)
u +
∑
u ∈N−v h
(l−1)
u ). (4)
With the simplified graph convolution, the embedding of different
layers locates at the same hidden space. Next, we demonstrate that
the probability of generating a correct classification result is corre-
lated to the positive ratio. Without loss of generality, we consider a
binary classification problem with the following assumptions1.
• Given a linear function F which projects the hidden embedding
h(l−1)u to a real number prediction of node u, such as the linear
function of SGC. We classify one node u into the positive class if
F (h(l−1)u ) > τ , or negative class otherwise, where τ denotes the
classification threshold.
• We assume that the prediction of F (·) obeys a Gaussian mix-
ture distribution, i.e., F (h(l−1)u ) iid∼ Norm(µ+,σ 2) for u ∈ N+i and
F (h(l−1)u ) iid∼ Norm(µ−,σ 2) for u ∈ N−i . Empirically, we consider
µ+ to be larger than τ , and µ− otherwise.
In this way, F (h(l )v ) can be written as
F (h(l )v ) =
1
nv
(∑
u ∈N+v F (h
(l−1)
u ) +
∑
u ∈N−v F (h
(l−1)
u )
)
. (5)
Then the expectation of F (h(l )v ) can be written as
Eor iдin = E(F (h(l )v )) =
1
nv
(n+v µ++n−v µ−) = rv µ++(1−rv )µ−, (6)
1Note that the assumptions of binary classification and Gaussian distribution are not
necessary for real applications, we use them here only for analytical purpose.
where rv = n+v/(n+v + n−v ) = n+v/nv denotes the positive ratio of
node v . Therefore, we can enhance the probability of correctly
classifying node v by increasing its positive ratio rv . Similarly, we
can enhance the probability of correctly classifying each node in a
graph by increasing the positive ratio of the entire graph, which
leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The probability of correctly classifying the nodes
v ∈ V in a graph can be increased by improving the positive ratio of
the entire graph R =
∑
v ∈V n+v/(
∑
v ∈V nv ).
Label-Aware Graph Refinement.We now build an edge clas-
sifier to identify positive and negative neighbors for each node
in a graph. In particular, we refer to the edges between the node
with the positive neighbors (or negative neighbors) as a positive
edge (or negative edge). Given an edge (u,v), the aim of the edge
classifier E is to return a binary value yˆu,v which specifies whether
the edge (u,v) is a positive edge, i.e., yˆu,v = 1 or a negative edge,
i.e., yˆu,v = 0. The edge classifier E can be readily trained using
the binary adjacency matrix A, the node feature matrix X, and the
labels of the train set Ytrain in the original graph.
In this paper, we build the edge classifier with multi-layer per-
ception (MLP) layers. Specifically, given the features of two nodes
as eu and ev , the binary value of their edge is computed as
E(u,v) = MLP {|eˆu − eˆv | ⊕ (eˆu + eˆv ) ⊕ (eˆu ◦ eˆv )} , (7)
where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation,MLP denotes the
function ofmulti-layer perception, and eˆu = euWe denotes the low-
dimensional feature projected from eu to accelerate the prediction
process with We the projecting weights. Note that using MLP
layers to build an edge classifier is only one possible solution, other
designs could be explored in the future.
The original graph structure can then be refined into a label-
aware graph structure to increase the positive ratio R based on the
edge classifier. Specifically, the graph refinement process contains
the following two steps. 1) Filtering process: as shown in Figure
1(b), for each node in a graph, we use the trained edge classifier to
predict whether its 1-hop neighbors are positive neighbors, then we
delete all of its negative neighbors. 2) Adding process: as shown
in Figure 1(c), for each node, we use the trained edge classifier to
predict whether its 2-hop neighbors are positive neighbors, then
we add edges between this node and its positive 2-hop neighbors,
turning them into positive 1-hop neighbors, until the total number
of 1-hop neighbors reaches a preset number nmax .
Theoretical Analysis.We now analyze why learning from the
LA-graph leads to superior learning performance and give the min-
imum requirements for building an effective edge classifier.
In the filtering process, we delete all the predicted negative
edges (yˆu,v = 0) between the central node v and its 1-hop neigh-
bors. The filtering process preserves two types of neighbors: 1) the
positive neighbors which are predicted to be positive, i.e., yu,v = 1
and yˆu,v = 1; 2) the negative neighbors which are predicted to
be positive, i.e., yu,v = 0 and yˆu,v = 1. Suppose that before the
filtering process, the number of positive (or negative) neighbors for
node v is n+v (or n−v ). Then, after filtering the predicted-negative
edges, the number of positive (or negative) neighbors for node v
turns to be p · n+v (or q · n−v ) where p = P(yˆu,v = 1|yu,v = 1) and
q = P(yˆu,v = 1|yu,v = 0). As such, the expectation of F (h(l )v ) can
be given as
Ef il ter =
p · n+v µ+ + q · n−v µ−
p · n+v + q · n−v
. (8)
In order to ensure Ef il ter to be greater than Eor iдin , the edge
classifier should satisfy the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let p = P(yˆu,v = 1|yu,v = 1) and q = P(yˆu,v =
1|yu,v = 0), the filtering process can enhance the performance of the
GCN models as long as p > q.
In the adding process, we iteratively add edges between the
central nodev and its predicted-positive 2-hop neighbors (yˆu,v = 1),
i.e., turning them into 1-hop neighbors, until the total number of
1-hop neighbors reaches a preset number. Suppose that before the
adding process, the number of positive (or negative) neighbors of
nodev is n+v (or n−v ) and the number of added 1-hop neighbors is n′v .
After the adding process, the number of its positive and negative
neighbors turns to be n+v + ppre · n′v and n−v + (1 − ppre ) · n′v ,
respectively, where ppre = P(yu,v = 1|yˆu,v = 1) and 1 − ppre =
P(yu,v = 0|yˆu,v = 1). The expectation of the prediction F (h(l )v ) can
be written as
Eadd =
(n+v + ppre · n′v )µ+ + (n−v + (1 − ppre ) · n′v )µ−
n+v + n
−
v + n
′
v
. (9)
In order to ensure Eadd to be greater than Eor iдin , an effective edge
classifier should satisfy the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let ppre = P(yu,v = 1|yˆu,v = 1), the adding
process can enhance the performance of GCN as long as ppre > rv .
4 EXPERIMENT
Datasets. We use four benchmark datasets, i.e., Cora, Citeseer,
Pubmed and Reddit [4], where the number of nodes scales asO(103),
O(103), O(104), and O(105), respectively.
Settings. The edge classifier is trained with the nodes and edges in
the training set. For Pubmed, we use the raw feature as the input
features for edge classifier. For Cora, Citeseer, and Reddit, we use
A2X [12] as the input features for edge classifier. For the adding
process, we set the maximum number of 1-hop neighbors as 6 for
both Cora and Citeseer, and as 30 for Pubmed and Reddit. The
maximum numbers are selected to be 20% larger than the sampling
number of GraphSAGE [4]. Code will be released later to ensure
reproducibility.
Baseline models. We select GCN [6], GAT [10], and SGC [12]
GraphSAGE [4] and ASGCN [5] as the baseline models. For Cora,
Citeseer and Pubmed, GCN, GAT, and SGC are trained with semi-
supervised setting, i.e., only use a small part of nodes in the training
set to optimize their parameters, while GraphSAGE and ASGCN are
trained with full-supervised setting. For Reddit, SGC, GraphSAGE,
and ASGCN are trained with full-supervised setting.
Main Results. Table 1 shows the node classification performance
of all comparing methods on different datasets. Specifically, the
first row of Table 1 presents the positive rate of original graphs and
LA-graphs, while the other rows present the performance of the
baseline GCN models and their LA enhanced versions. The results
verify that our proposed LAGCN framework can improve the node
classification performance of existing GCN models considerably. In
other words, increasing the positive ratio of the underlying graph
Table 1: Accuracy of the LA-GCNs against the origin-GCNs
Cora Citeseer Pubmed Reddit
ori-R/LA-R 85%/90% 74%/82% 80%/96% 78%/95%
origin-GCN 0.8180 0.7090 0.7850 -
LA-GCN 0.8330 0.7330 0.8780 -
origin-GAT 0.8300 0.7250 0.7900 -
LA-GAT 0.8350 0.7360 0.8690 -
origin-SGC 0.8210 0.7190 0.7890 0.9488
LA-SGC 0.8380 0.7340 0.8770 0.9540
origin-SAGE 0.8650 0.7850 0.8830 0.9540
LA-SAGE 0.8840 0.8000 0.9070 0.9673
origin-ASGCN 0.8740 0.7960 0.9060 0.9627
LA-ASGCN 0.8880 0.8010 0.9170 0.9758
Table 2: Performance under low positive ratio.
Cora Citeseer Pubmed
ori-R(low)/LA-R(low) 30%/67% 24%/74% 34%/95%
origin-GCN(low) 0.3920 0.3820 0.5810
LA-GCN(low) 0.6690 0.6650 0.8780
origin-GAT(low) 0.4430 0.3580 0.6020
LA-GAT(low) 0.6850 0.6750 0.8850
can lead to better classification performance for GCN models, i.e.,
Theorem 1. Moreover, the results also show that 1) the original GAT
outperforms the original GCN and the original SGC; however, both
the LA-SGC and the LA-GCN perform better than the original GAT,
which indicates that the LAGCN framework is more effective than
the attention mechanism; 2) the LA-GAT outperforms the original
GAT, which indicates that LAGCN can complement the attention
mechanism to reach a better performance.
Influence from the adding and filtering process. In Figure 2,
we evaluate the influence of the adding and filtering process, respec-
tively. The filter-graph only filters the negative edges; the add-graph
only adds more positive edges; the LA-graph both filters the nega-
tive edges and adds more positive edges. This figure demonstrates
that both the filtering and the adding process can enhance the per-
formance of the GCN models. Meanwhile, they can complement
each other to reach the best performance. Note that similar con-
clusions can also be drawn from the other datasets, we omit the
results here due to space limit.
Influence from the edge classifier. In Figure 3, we study the
influence of the edge classifier by artificially modifying thep−q and
ppre with the ground truth testing labels and evaluating it with LA-
SGC. The sub-figure on the left panel shows that the performance
of the LA-models is positively correlated to the value of p−q, which
verifies Theorem 2. The sub-graph on the right panel shows that
the performance of LA-models is positively correlated to the value
of ppre , which verifies Theorem 3.
Performance under low positive ratio.We add 5 different-label
neighbors to each node in Cora, Citeseer and 15 different-label
neighbors in Pubmed so as to artificially decrease their positive
ratio from 85%, 74%, 80% to 30%, 24%, 34%, respectively, and test the
performance of GCN and GAT. The LA classifier used in LA-GCN
and LA-GAT are trained with the raw features and can improve
the positive ratio back to 67%, 74%, 95%, respectively. The results
Figure 2: Influence from the adding and filtering process.
Figure 3: Influence from the edge classifier.
in Table 2 show that LA-GCN and LA-GAT are much more robust
than GCN and GAT when the graph has a lower positive ratio.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the LAGCN framework, which can in-
crease the positive ratio of the learning graph by training an edge
classifier to filter the negative neighbors and add new positive
neighbors for each node in the graph. Experimental results ver-
ify that existing GCN models can directly benefit from LAGCN to
improve their node classification performances.
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